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Dissertation, lang uag e: Eng lish, abstract: The strong est of Richters effects of withdrawing the
work from the viewers g aze, is the creation of a softening blur as the final touch to all his Photo
Painting s. Making the painting s, the artist firstly drafts his subject with a normally sized brush to
create a sharp imag e (Fig . 3). Having finished, he would come with a broader brush or a
squeeg ee and blur the still wet oil paint (Fig . 4) to create the photog raphic effect of an out-offocus imag e1. The blur in these painting s is not a trace of movement of the object in the
photog raph. This blur is an addition to the painting that does not relate to a form of haziness in
the specific photog raphic source imag e, but to the g eneral idea of vag ueness, indecisiveness,
anti-definition. Therefore, it mirrors the artists attitudes towards life in an especially expressive
way. The enlarg ement of the usual distance between what is depicted and the viewer...
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